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Vance Stevens

students through the lesson content in
ABSTRACT
a computer-assisted a linear, predetermined manner. In the
This paper describes
other lesson, students were given the
project tnto writing errorsof ESL
research
collegestudznts.Sentencesutith error t2pes opportunity to vary the order of presentation of the same identical material.
andfirst languageof studentsare mteredin a
databaseand analyzedto discouerthe most The purpose of the experiment was to
clmmonerrorsfor all students,and the most see whether giving the students choice
preualentpatterns witltin each language and control over the order of presentation in the lesson had any effect on
group,with the hopeof morecloselyindiuidualizing uror ident'ficationand instruction. their learning what was being taught.
Resultsof the researchinto such areas as
prepositioru,aerbagreemen|part of speech, THE BEHAVIORIST INFLUENCE
ON CAI
articles, aerb tenseand the use of be are
The focusof prior researchinto CAI
presented.
for language inhas had consequences
structors because the type of research
Confusion over the use of -ent, -ence
done has favored drill and practice apa n d i ts v ar iant s , a p h o n o l o g i c a l l y
plications of CAL Hammond (1972),
based error and common in non-ESL
for example, compared Papert's cogniwriting, was very prevalent in all
tive-, artificial-intelligence based work
languages.
with CAI at M.I.T. with that of Suppes
at Stanford, who at that time was aPhas
been
quite
a
lot
there
lthough
plying psychological learning theories
71
of researchinto computer-assisted in using CAI to maximize the benefits
A
instruction (CAI) over the past twenty
of programmed instruction (PI). Supyears,most of this has attempted to espes,who was using computers to teach
of the medium.
tablish the effectiveness
math in discrete doses,was doing the
There has however been relatively little
more quantiflrable work, but Papert's
research into what exactly makes CAI,
work may well prove to be more inand by extension, computer-assisted fluential for language teachers. At
Ianguage learning (CALL), effective.
about the same time, Vinsonhaler and
This article discussesa recent CALL reBass (1972) found strong evidence in
search project concentrating on one
researchup to then that CAI was suPevariable thought to contribute to the
rior to traditional media of instruction
effectiveness of this medium of
only when drill and practice was the
instruction.
mode of delivery.
The presentproject involved adminThese hndings played into the beistering two CALL lessonsto two difhaviorist notions of pattern practice
ferent groups of ESL students. These
and mim-mem techniquesso prevalent
lessons were identical except that in
in ESL a decade ago. Although these
one lesson, the computer conveyed the
techniqueshave not fallen entirely out
page 28

of use in modern language classrooms
(for good reason, since there are times
when they may be appropriate), they
have at leastbeen minimized and modified to accommodate more holistic
theoriesof learning.
These more holistic theoriesof learning take more into account the greatly
diverseneedsof language learners.It is
widely assumed these days that language learning is a processengaging
the full spectrum of our capacities as
cognizant beings. Accordingly, it is often suggestedthat computers are more
commensurate with current ideas in
language learning than they are with
the Skinner-basedconcept of drill and
practice; for example, in Jorstad
(1980),Lew i s (1981),Otto (1980) ,and
Bork (1981). This is becausethe computer is becoming understood more as
a device that enhancesour facilities of
cognition than of our ability to react
on demand. Therefore, the trend in
CAI these days seemsto be away from
the PI approach and more into the directionssuggestedby Papert.
The Problem of Quantifying the
Effectiveness of Cognitively-based
CAI
However, we now have the problem
that the direction we are heading is one
where quantitative data follows with
difficulty. It has been pointed out, for
example,by Molnar (1979:15)and by
Stevens(1984a), that present methods
of researchmay not be appropriate to
constructivedevelopmentof CAI. Marty (1981), on the other hand, says that
it would be IMPOSSIBLE to conceive
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of a truly controlled experiment testing
computers in learning, because one of
the variables making computers effective is voluntarism, and the very act of
forcing students into experimental and
control groups compromises the effectiveness of the medium under scrutiny.
To borrow an analogy from Marty,
trying to prove that computers are effective in learning is like trying to
prove that books in the library are eff ective. The q ue stio n is m oot , s inc e
books (and computers) are obviously
effective in learning. Extending Marty's analogy a little, it should be obvious to us that it is not a question of
whether or not books are effective, but
of what kinds of books are effective.
This is the type of question we should
be asking in our research into the role
of computers in learning.
So, what has research told us so far
about what kinds of CAI are effective?
As far as I know, the answer is very
Iittle. Only two such studies were mentioned in Jamison, Suppes, and Wells
(1974). More recently, Boettcher, Alderson, and Saccucci (1981) surveyed
the literature and found their own
study of cognitive variables within CAI
to be unique because it went so far as
to compare a PI lesson with a CAI lesson whose contents were essentially the
same. It is doubtful that a huge body
of research has since emerged to fill us
in on variables operating within the
medium of CAL
Paradigms for Education
to CAI

Appropriate

that educational paradigms in current
use are revised to utilize the medium so
as to take advantage of its unique characteristics. Dissatisfaction with drill
and practice is actually symptomatic of
to
the larger issue of unsuitability
CALL of the educational paradigm on
which drill and practice is based. On a
wider scale, the educational environnent that present day educators were
crought up in (and in which they are
accustomed to functioning) is not one
that is necessarily appropriate for work
with computers. Therefore, meaningful
development in CAI must be preceded
by a deeper awareness of what I call
the nature of computing, and of how
paradigms for education must be adjusted accordingly (cf DeBloois, 1979,
Rowe. 1983. and authors cited in the
previous paragraph).
Regarding the nature of computing,
The' (1982: 50) has pointed out that
computers work with the patience only
the truly mindless can achieve. Yet
they are devices whose complexity is
capable of challenging the human
mind to a greater degree than has any
device so far conceived by man. By virtue of being, as The' said, mindless,
they are also capable of ad nauseum
inanity. Their value in education
therefore depends on the degree to
which the programmer is able to disguise the mindlessness of the computer
and to capitalize on the learner's perception that he or she is interacting
with a higher-order intellect. In effecting this, CAI programmers should be
cognizant of paradigms for education
in which these higher-order capabilities
might function. Four elements of a
paradigm which I find useful are
Moore and Anderson's concept of clarienvironments,
f y ing
edu c a t i o n a l
Scollon and Scollon's conduit and berry bush metaphors, Papert's microworld concept, and concepts associated

It seems appropriate at this point to
address the question of what kind of
CAI is likely to be successful. There is
some agreement among those presently
working in the medium that the most
successful CAI will depart from drill
and practice. This faction includes, to
cite just a few sources, Howe and Du
Boulay (1979), Papert (1980), Scollon
and Scollon (1982), Higgins (1983),
and of course, myself. But having departed from drill and practice, what

Clarifying

shall we depart to?
I have suggested that computers appear to afford educators a unique opportunity to put into practice certain
recent theories applicable to learning.
However, this is true only to the degree

A theory of education appropriate
for use with CAI should incorporate
Moore and Anderson's (1969) concept
of clarifying educational environments.
Moore and Anderson specify four perspectives from which learners may un-
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autotelic

Environments
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dergo their own education: agent,
patient, reciprocator, and referee. A
patient has no control over an event,
but absorbs the event passively. In contrast, the agent is the perpetrator of the
event, the reciprocator the one who reacts to another's transactions, and the
referee an objective judge of transactions in an event. Moore and Anderson
find that a major fault with most
educational models is that they allow
the learner to participate in education
from only one of these four perspectives, usually from the patient
perspective.
CAI, however, is inherently a medium in which the learner can alternate between being a patient accepting
and assimilating information, an agent
causing certain events to happen, and
a reciprocator or referee reacting to
stimuli from the computer. These perspectives on learning are one aspect of
what Moore and Anderson call clarifying educational environments, They
submit (p. 60) that learning is more
rapid and deeper when the learner can
employ as many of the four perspectives as possible, and also that an
environment will be more powerful
from a Iearning standpoint if it lets
him start off with whatever perspective
he brings to it, and then allows him to
shift at will.
The Conduit vs. the Berry Bush
A second element in this revised paradigm for education should be an
awareness of what Scollon and Scollon
(1982) characterize as two metaphors
for communication. These are the conduit and the berry bush. In the former,
information is packaged for delivery by
an originating entity and passed in linear fashion, as if along a conduit, to a
receptor at the other end who receives
and processesthe information. Most of
us had educational tidbits handed
down to us in this fashion throughout
our own schooling. This, according to
the Scollons, is also the metaphor that
manifests itself in drill and practice
and which they find to be inappropriate when applied to CAI.
More suitable for CAI is berry-picking, a metaphor the Scollons borrowed
from Atabascan culture. In the berrypicking mode of communication, the
page 29

Iearner treats information as if it were
berrieson a bush. The teacheracilitator
arrays the information on the bush,
a n d l e ar ner s pic k and c h o o s e w h a t
strikes them, stopping when.sated and
returning to the bush when hungry.
Scollon and Scollon also observed
differences in the way children and
adults approach computers. Adults
generally seecomputers as functioning
li n e a rl y, ac c or ding t o th e c o n d u i t
metaphor. Thus they tend to balk at
individual steps, thinking they must
overcome each successiveproblem in
order to proceed.Conversely,the child
approach is global and recycling. (p.
10) Children, whom the Scollons have
observed to be more successfulthan
adults in their approach to computers,
tend to experiment until the problem is
solved, treating the computer in the
metaphor of the berry bush. Thus the
Scollons conclude that successwith
computers runs parallel to freedom
from approaching them with relentless,
linear logic. (p. 10) This then is one
way in which we must redefine our approach to computers in creating successfulCAI.
Microworlds
A third element in revising our
educational paradigms to accommodate CAI is microworlds. The preceding two elements are apparent in
Papert's (1980) microworlds, but this
concept is unique unto itself. In microworlds, learning occursmuch as in earlier societieswhere the child becomes a
hunter by real participation and by
playful imitation. (1980: 179) In the
context of ESL, where participation
can be found in interactions with
teachersand with English speakingenvironment, the computer can play a
critical role in providing contexts for
playful imitation. Higgins (1983) and
Higgins and Johns (1984) have carried
just this idea into microworlds of ESL
with their concept of Grammarland, in
which students solve mysteries by asking questionsof the computer and inducing solutions from the computer's
responses.Grammarland, like Papert's
Mathland, is a microworld to which
studentscan retreat when they want to
learn English by doing something besideslearning English.
page 30

Games and Autotelic Environments
Finally, I think a viable paradigm
f or educ a t i o n a p p r o p r i a t e t o C A I
should utilize some aspects of games
and autotelic environments. The latter
is a term used by Moore and Anderson
(1969: 50-1) to mean activities which
contain their own goals and sources of
motivation.
Probably all societies institutionalize
playful imitation in the form of games.
Games are seen in these societies as integral vehicles of socialization, i.e.
learning. Moore and Anderson characterize such games as folk models,
meaning that they are devoid of serious

Moore and AndersonspecifJ)
from which
four perspectiues
learners ma! undergo their
ou)n education: agent,
patimt, reciprocator, and
referee.
consequences, that they are autotelic,
and that they nevertheless are taken to
be serious activities. Autotelic environments then encompass activities which
are done for their own sake, and such
environments are in turn components
of folk models and of the clarifying
educational environments discussed
earlier.
In a game, or in an autotelic environment, the participants create a kind
of microworld in which they have freedom to explore the consequences of
t heir m ov e s . s u b j e c t t o c e r t a i n c o n straints and parameters. No one who
has visited a video arcade can doubt
that computers lend themselves remarkably well to this kind of activity;
the question is rather whether the attraction and holding Power of computer-based games can be applied in
creating autotelic environments in
education.
Stevick (1982: 131-2) points out that
the quality of the Iearning that takes
place when we focus our attention only
on the items to be learned is different
from (and probably inferior to) the
quality of learning that is incidental to
something else that we are trying to do.
That principle applies to all language

games ... Accordingly, Stowbridge and
Kugel (1983) point out that the computer is an excellentmedium for games
becauseit is strict yet non-threatening
in applying rules, because the player is
the only person with control over the
game, and because the computer can
play tirelessly and on demand. Stowbridge and Kugel also point out that
students are relaxed when playing
games and readily assign them value,
whereasthey may not so readily assign
value to abstract concepts taught in a
classroom.
Computers can be made to appear
as unfathomable puzzles.Humans are
generally drawn to puzzlesl thus they
are drawn to computers, but like any
puzzle, humans are only interested as
long as the puzzle is unfathomable.
Once the facade of complexity has
been stripped away and the cheap trick
that makesthe program work has been
exposed, the value of the computer in
education diminishes to that of any
other teaching device. Hence, another
way of interpreting successin educational computing lies in understanding
what draws studentsto computers (and
puzzles) in the first place, and then
what keepsthem there.
The Experiment
In the present experiment, I was interested in seeing first if I could create
a CALL lesson structured on the four
elementsjust mentioned, and then if I
could determine whether that lesson
was more effective than a lesson lacking one or more of these elements.All
CAI seeks,in varying degrees,to make
students take an active perspective in
their learning. But, in drill and practice, as Howe and Du Boulay (1979)
have pointed out, Iearners may lapse
into a patient perspective.Therefore, I
designed an experimental lesson which
I hoped would engage the learner actively throughout. This lessonwas also
in some sensea microworld, in which
the learners had to interest themselves
introducing game paddles. But the element I choseto focus most strongly on
was the berry bush vs. the conduit.
LessonsUsed in the Experiment
For the purposeof this experiment, I
created two CALL lessonswhich were
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For the purpose of this experiment, I
created two CALL lessons which were
identical in content, but which differed
in the way the students accessed that
content. Both lessons were tutorial,
meaning they taught something the
students hadn't encountered before,
but one lesson was meant to emulate
drill and practice, while the other was
intended to encompass elements from
the paradigms mentioned above. The
most salient difference in the lessons
was the one that fed the students information through a conduit, while the
other arrayed the information on a
kind ofberry bush.
The lessons attempted to teach appropriate choice of gerund or infinitive
after the matrix verbs, but the meaning
changes depending on which is used. In
my two CALL lessons,a comic character named Max attended a party at
which he stopped, remembered, forgot,
and regretted doing and regretted to
do various things. For example, in the
lesson, it was possible for Max to forget
thanking the hostess, and also for Max
to forget to thank the hostess. Of
course, if he forgot thanking the hostess, th is mea ns th at he ac t ually
thanked the hostess, but forgot later. If
he forgot to thank the hostess, forgetting was the first thing he did; in fact,
he never got around to the action of
thanking. Now, since the students
could combine any one of the four
matrix verbs with any one of four complement verbs (thank the hostess plus
three others), and since these four complements could be either gerunds or infinitives, then we can see that there
were 32 possible actions that Max
could take in the course of the lesson.
Furthermore, in each of these matrix-complement combinations, whether
the action of the matrix precedes that
of the complement, or vice-versa, is indicated in the choice of gerund or infinitive complement. In other words, if
Max remember drinking at 3:00 a.m.,
then he drank first and remembered afterwards. However, if Max remembered to drink at 3:00 a.m., then he remembered first and drank later. In the
Iatter case, he probably had made an
appointment with somebody.
The lesson modeled on the conduit
metaphor, which I designated REG
CALIcO
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(for regular), was set up so that the students were presented each of the 32
contextualized sentences one by one.
After each of these sentences, there was
an explanation of the meaning. The
students were allowed to read the sentence and its explanation and then to
clear the screen on their own. Then the

ing the use of the linguistic feature in
question. Not all the statements were
true, so the students had to think about
each one and type T or F accordingly.
Finally, the rules were briefly recapitulated, and the students were passed out
of the lesson.
The lesson just described is typical of

sentence reappeared along with the
question: which came first, the action
in the matrix, or that in the complement. Students who answered correctly were passed on to the next sentence; those answering incorrectly were
given the sentence and explanation

a lot of currently available courseware
teaching English grammar and usage,
and this type of lesson design is not
particularly innovative. My experiment was in fact designed to test at
least one alternative to this format, and

again and then asked again

which

An enaironment uill be rnore

pouterfulfrom a learning
standpointif it lets the
studpntstart off with
uhateuerperspectiuehe
brings to the lesson, and then

allows him to shift at uill.
came first. The second time, they of
course chose the alternative they
hadn't tried before, and they too were
passedon to the next question.
For example, if the sentence was
Max regretted talking to the pretty
girl, an explanation would appear in
which it was pointed out that Max had
been talking for some time with the
girl, but then her husband, who in this
lessonhappened to be a very large and
aggressiveboxer, came over, and Max
regretted talking to her then. The student would be asked which Max did
frrst, regret, or talk to the girl. The answer, of course, is that he talked first
and regretted later. After working a
number of these problems, it was
hoped that the studentswould begin to
see that when gerunds were used, the
action in the complement always came
first, but when infinitives were used,
the action in the complement came after that of the matrix.
When the students had finished
working the 32 problems, they were
passed in the lesson to a 5-problem
quiz testing their understanding of the
material. This was followed by a series
of statements giving the rules govern19,8,4

so I created the second lesson, designated PDL (for Game Paddle), which
was identical to the first except that instead of presenting the students with
sentences one after another, the lesson
presented a chart with three columns.
The four matrix verbs were listed down
the first column, and the four complements were listed in the next two
columns: gerund form in the middle
column and infinitive form in the last.
The students were allowed to form sentences by picking components from the
chart. To do this, they used a set of
game paddles to make cross-hairs meet
over the matrix and complement sentence components they wanted to combine. Students selected components by
pushing buttons on the game paddles,
and the sentences they had chosen appeared at the bottom of the monitor
screen.
Once students in the PDL group had
selected a sentence, they received
exactly the same treatment as had the
other group of students. They received
the same explanations and were asked
the same questions, and the presentation of the material on the monitor
was exactly the same. However, instead
of being passed automatically into the
next question, the PDL students were
asked at the end of each sentence what
they wanted to do next. They could
choose to either return to the chart for
more problem sentences (and then
choose their sentence), or they could
choose to proceed into the quiz, rules,
and recapitulation section of the Iesson.
One further difference in the two lessons was that the quiz at the end was
d e s i g n e d t o p a s s t h e P D L stu d e n ts
back to the chart if they attempted to
view the rules without being able to
page 3l

answer four out of the five questions
correctly.For the REG students,failing
the quiz merely resultedin their having
to do the quiz again. But once the students had passedthe quiz, the lessons
proceededidentically for both groups.

ally committed to the sentences they
had chosen of their own accord and
that they would approach these sentences more out of a desire to explore
their meaning than would the students
who had sentences tossed at them by
the drill-master computer. In fact this

Experimental Procedure
The experimental method was as follows: after being divided at random
into two groups, students in both PDL
and REG groups were given a previously validated pre-test over their
knowledge of the linguistic items involved. They were then allowed to
work the lessonsfor a fixed amount of
time. Finally, they were given a posttest very similar to the pre-test in both
difficulty and in types of items. The
difference in results between the two
experimental groups was then compared by means of a t-test. These results are presented in Figures I and 2.
A version of this experiment was actually carried out in two different community collegesin the Honolulu area.
At one location, the subjectswere ESL
students with very little prior knowledge of the grammar point in question,
and with little or no prior experience
with computers.At the secondlocation,
the subjects were all native speakersof
English in a remedial English program,
and most of these students had had
someexperiencewith educational computing. In the first location, there were
too few studentsavailable as subjectsto
form a third control group, but in the
secondlocation, formation of a control
group was feasible. In that latter situation it was shown that there was a negligible difference between pre- and
post-test scoresfor students in the control group. This, plus the fact that the
pre- and post-testswere carefully validated, seemsto indicate that increases
in scoresfrom pre- to post-testswere in
fact due to the experimental treatment.
(For a more thorough discussion of all
aspectsof these experiments, see Stevens, 1983 and 1984b; the present paper focuseson the results with the nonnative speakersof English.)

assumption was to a great extent,
though not conclusively, borne out.
The ESL students in the PDL group
did have a much greater increase from
pre- to post-test scores than did those
working the REG lesson. This difference was not significant at the desired
alpha of .05, although the difference
of
was significant with a probability

Results
In this experiment, it was assumed
that the students who were allowed to
use game paddles to select sentences
from the chart would feel more personpage 32

statistical error of less than .10 (t :
1.574;d.f. : 24; p < .10). The average increase from pre- to post-test for
the REG group, on the other hand,
yieldeda t value of 0.132 (d.f. : 20; p
< .10). These average differences were
not significantly different from one another at the desired experimental stringency, but the latter difference did
yield a t value of |.447 (d.f. : 22; p <
.10),and here again, it can be said that
the result tended toward significance.
Incidentally, difference in pre-test
scoresfor these two groups were practically nil (t : .002; d.f. : 22; p >
. 10), w hi ch suggeststhat t he t wo

Subject Name

MTELP

Pre

SI.PDL/HLC
S2-PDL/HLC
S3-PDL/HLC
S4-PDL/HLC
S5.PDL/HLC
S6-PDL/HLC
S7-PDL/HLC
SB-PDL/HLC
Sg-PDL/HLC
S1O-PDL/HLC
S 1 1 -PD L / H LC
SI2-PDL/HLC
SI3-PDL/HLC

50
61
48

l9
30
2I
29
20
34
26
l8
20

Means:
St. Dev.:

7r
52
57
62
42 (est)
JI
JI

1 .,

39
69
77

2l
20
25

55.54
12.44

)9 q,

Increase in pre to post test scores was not significant at a :

Figure I

Subjects Name

SI-REG/HLC
S2-REG/HLC
S3-REG/HLC
S4-REG/HLC
55-REG/HLC
S6-REG/HLC
S7-REG/HLC
S8-REG/HLC
Sg-REG/HLC
SlO-REG/HLC
S11-REG/HLC
Means:
St. Dev.:

2l
zo

l7
JJ

23
32
29
22
26
30
20
27
33
26.23
5.25

5.47
.05 (t :

Analysis of Data Collected at Hawaii Loa College
for Subjects in the Paddle Group

MTELP
57 (ave)

Pre

CAI Treatment
Post

50
59
47
45

23
22
19
15
33
28
20
22
23
24
23

25
17
2r
20
28
31
16
23
19
26
29

52.91
12.39

22.91
4.66

23.18
5.02

75
37 (est)
39
IU

60
.t3

Increasein pre to post test scoreswas not significant (t :

Fieure 2

CAI Treatment
Post

0.132; d t :

20; p > .10)

Analysis of Data Collected at Hawaii Loa College
for Subiects in the Resular Group
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mode to work the deductive portion of
the lesson.
Remember, the PDL group students
had the option after each problem to
continue working from the chart or to
enter the quiz and recapitulation section of the lesson.Rarely did they ever
exercisethe latter option, preferring instead to repeat picking problems from
the chart. Typically, the PDL students
worked perhaps half a dozen of the 32
possible problems in their allotted
time, compared to at least 5 times that
number for the REG students. Typically, the PDL students did not seethe
rules explaining what they were doing,

groups of students had at the onset
been essentially the same in their
knowledge of the linguistic feature in
question.
Discussion
I have reported that there were
large, if not technically significant, increases from pre- to post-test scores for
ESL students working the lesson where
they made choices, using game paddles, from sentence components off a
chart, compared to relatively small increases for ESL students in a second
group where choice and control were
Iacking. I have also reported that all
students had the same amount of time,
exactly 35 minutes, at the computer.
These results become even more interesting when we look beyond the quantitative data and consider what the students were doing during those 35

"The quality of the learning

mlnutes.
I have mentioned that these ESL
students had previously had little or no
experience with computers; in fact
some were using a computer for the
first time during treatment. Even if it
was their first time on a computer, subjects working the REG lesson had little
difficulty finding and pressing the keys
on the keyboard which passed them on
in the lesson. These REG group students typically completed all 32 probIems in the lesson and occasionally
even restarted it, working some of the
problems, and on occasion the whole
Iesson, a second time. Incidentally, no
student in either group was required to
press more than one key or button at
any one time, although game paddle
manipulation

presented

diffirmt from (andprobably
inferior to) the qualit! of
learning that is incidental to
something else that u)e are

trying to do."
whereas the REG students usually did.
It is therefore striking that they were
able to make the gains that they did
compared to the students working the
page-turner lesson. It seems plausible
therefore that the cognition of students
does increase when they are given the
ability to make their own choices within a CALL lesson.
Another aspect of the experiment,
agaln not apparent from the quan-

some

problems.
The PDL group students exhibited
some difficulty in adjusting to the
game paddles. Although they were at
the computer for 35 minutes, as were
the REG students, they typically used
10 to 20 minutes figuring out how to
use the game paddles. In their remaining 15-25 minutes, they were likely to
sit and ponder possible combinations
from the chart, slowly choosing components before getting the sentences
and problems on the screen. Finally,
having become reasonably comfortable
with the game paddles, students in the
PDL group were reluctant to leave that

that talecsplace tohen we
fo*t our attention only on
the items to be learned is

titative data, suggests that the ability
to adapt a lesson to one's own strategy
may lead to more learning in the lesson. Evidence of this comes from one
s t udent i n t h e P D L g r o u p , S 1 0 who decided early on that
PDL/HLC,
she didn't want to work with the game
paddles and instead went directly to
the quiz and recapitulation portion of
the PDL lesson. She worked to the end
of the lesson, but was told she would
have to stay the full 35 minutes, so she
reentered the lesson, worked one problem from the chart, and then immediately went again through the quiz to
the rules and recapitulation. In concen-

trating on the deductive rules and recapitulation portions, she almost totalIy avoided the inductive portions of the
lesson. But having worked the deductive portion twice, she then proceeded
to double her pre- to post-test score,
from 15 to 30 (out of 40), far and away
the largest single increase for any student in the entire survey.
Apparently, the fact that this student
could alter the course of the PDL lesson according to her own learning style
and strategy was a factor in her learning. Of course, this is only an observation of one student, but it is tempting,
in conjuqction with the other results, to
let this suggest that allowing student
control over their learning in CALL
enhances that learning.
CONCLUSION
This project tested two CALL lessons, one designed to emulate drill and
practice, and the other to more strongly utilize elements from the concepts of
clarifying
educational environments,
microworlds, and games and autotelic
environments. In particular, the experiment was meant to test the relative effectiveness of lessons designed using either the conduit or the berry bush as
their predominant
metaphors
of
instruction.
The resulting research has generated
evidence that allowing students choice
and control over their learning when
designing CALL is to some extent empirically supported. As noted earlier, it
may be impossible to design an experiment in which all factors would be
controlled out except those we are
strictly interested in, and for related
reasons, there are many compounds in
the project reported here. Still, I feel
that this project has contributed in
some small way to our knowledge of
what makes CAI/CALL
effective, and
I hope that this report will stimulate
others to undertake projects of a similar nature.
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